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Language Programs Evaluation: Purposes, Design, Characteristics and Future Introduction There is a consensus in
literature on program evaluation on the potential benefits of evaluation which almost makes it 'a byword for
improvement, development and betterment' (Kiely, ).

Note that the concept of program evaluation can include a wide variety of methods to evaluate many aspects
of programs in nonprofit or for-profit organizations. There are numerous books and other materials that
provide in-depth analysis of evaluations, their designs, methods, combination of methods and techniques of
analysis. However, personnel do not have to be experts in these topics to carry out a useful program
evaluation. Besides, if you resort to bringing in an evaluation consultant, you should be a smart consumer. Far
too many program evaluations generate information that is either impractical or irrelevant -- if the information
is understood at all. This document orients personnel to the nature of program evaluation and how it can be
carried out in a realistic and practical fashion. Note that much of the information in this section was gleaned
from various works of Michael Quinn Patton. Many people believe evaluation is a useless activity that
generates lots of boring data with useless conclusions. This was a problem with evaluations in the past when
program evaluation methods were chosen largely on the basis of achieving complete scientific accuracy,
reliability and validity. This approach often generated extensive data from which very carefully chosen
conclusions were drawn. Generalizations and recommendations were avoided. As a result, evaluation reports
tended to reiterate the obvious and left program administrators disappointed and skeptical about the value of
evaluation in general. Many people believe that evaluation is about proving the success or failure of a
program. This myth assumes that success is implementing the perfect program and never having to hear from
employees, customers or clients again -- the program will now run itself perfectly. Success is remaining open
to continuing feedback and adjusting the program accordingly. Evaluation gives you this continuing feedback.
Many believe that evaluation is a highly unique and complex process that occurs at a certain time in a certain
way, and almost always includes the use of outside experts. Many people believe they must completely
understand terms such as validity and reliability. They do have to consider what information they need in
order to make current decisions about program issues or needs. And they have to be willing to commit to
understanding what is really going on. Consequently, they miss precious opportunities to make more of
difference for their customer and clients, or to get a bigger bang for their buck. So What is Program
Evaluation? In nonprofits, each of these goals often becomes a program. Nonprofit programs are organized
methods to provide certain related services to constituents, e. Programs must be evaluated to decide if the
programs are indeed useful to constituents. In a for-profit, a program is often a one-time effort to produce a
new product or line of products. So, still, what is program evaluation? Program evaluation is carefully
collecting information about a program or some aspect of a program in order to make necessary decisions
about the program. The type of evaluation you undertake to improve your programs depends on what you
want to learn about the program. Understand, verify or increase the impact of products or services on
customers or clients - These "outcomes" evaluations are increasingly required by nonprofit funders as
verification that the nonprofits are indeed helping their constituents. Too often, service providers for-profit or
nonprofit rely on their own instincts and passions to conclude what their customers or clients really need and
whether the products or services are providing what is needed. Over time, these organizations find themselves
in a lot of guessing about what would be a good product or service, and trial and error about how new products
or services could be delivered. Improve delivery mechanisms to be more efficient and less costly - Over time,
product or service delivery ends up to be an inefficient collection of activities that are less efficient and more
costly than need be. Evaluations can identify program strengths and weaknesses to improve the program.
Evaluations can verify if the program is really running as originally planned. Produce data or verify results
that can be used for public relations and promoting services in the community. Produce valid comparisons
between programs to decide which should be retained, e. Fully examine and describe effective programs for
duplication elsewhere. This may seem too obvious to discuss, but before an organization embarks on
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evaluating a program, it should have well established means to conduct itself as an organization, e. You Need
Program s: To effectively conduct program evaluation, you should first have programs. That is, you need a
strong impression of what your customers or clients actually need. You may have used a needs assessment to
determine these needs -- itself a form of evaluation, but usually the first step in a good marketing plan. Next,
you need some effective methods to meet each of those goals. These methods are usually in the form of
programs. It often helps to think of your programs in terms of inputs, process, outputs and outcomes. Inputs
are the various resources needed to run the program, e. The process is how the program is carried out, e. The
outputs are the units of service, e. Outcomes are the impacts on the customers or on clients receiving services,
e. Often, management wants to know everything about their products, services or programs. However, limited
resources usually force managers to prioritize what they need to know to make current decisions. Your
program evaluation plans depend on what information you need to collect in order to make major decisions.
Usually, management is faced with having to make major decisions due to decreased funding, ongoing
complaints, unmet needs among customers and clients, the need to polish service delivery, etc. For example,
do you want to know more about what is actually going on in your programs, whether your programs are
meeting their goals, the impact of your programs on customers, etc? You may want other information or a
combination of these. There are trade offs, too, in the breadth and depth of information you get. The more
breadth you want, usually the less depth you get unless you have a great deal of resources to carry out the
evaluation. On the other hand, if you want to examine a certain aspect of a program in great detail, you will
likely not get as much information about other aspects of the program. For those starting out in program
evaluation or who have very limited resources, they can use various methods to get a good mix of breadth and
depth of information. They can both understand more about certain areas of their programs and not go
bankrupt doing so. Consider the following key questions when designing a program evaluation. For what
purposes is the evaluation being done, i. Who are the audiences for the information from the evaluation, e.
From what sources should the information be collected, e. How can that information be collected in a
reasonable fashion, e. When is the information needed so, by when must it be collected? What resources are
available to collect the information? Some Major Types of Program Evaluation When designing your
evaluation approach, it may be helpful to review the following three types of evaluations, which are rather
common in organizations. Note that you should not design your evaluation approach simply by choosing
which of the following three types you will use -- you should design your evaluation approach by carefully
addressing the above key considerations. Goals-Based Evaluation Often programs are established to meet one
or more specific goals. These goals are often described in the original program plans. Goal-based evaluations
are evaluating the extent to which programs are meeting predetermined goals or objectives. Questions to ask
yourself when designing an evaluation to see if you reached your goals, are: How were the program goals and
objectives, is applicable established? Was the process effective? Will the goals be achieved according to the
timelines specified in the program implementation or operations plan? If not, then why? Do personnel have
adequate resources money, equipment, facilities, training, etc. How should priorities be changed to put more
focus on achieving the goals? Depending on the context, this question might be viewed as a program
management decision, more than an evaluation question. How should timelines be changed be careful about
making these changes - know why efforts are behind schedule before timelines are changed? How should
goals be changed be careful about making these changes - know why efforts are not achieving the goals before
changing the goals? Should any goals be added or removed? How should goals be established in the future?
Process-Based Evaluations Process-based evaluations are geared to fully understanding how a program works
-- how does it produce that results that it does. These evaluations are useful if programs are long-standing and
have changed over the years, employees or customers report a large number of complaints about the program,
there appear to be large inefficiencies in delivering program services and they are also useful for accurately
portraying to outside parties how a program truly operates e. There are numerous questions that might be
addressed in a process evaluation. These questions can be selected by carefully considering what is important
to know about the program. What is required of employees in order to deliver the product or services? How
are employees trained about how to deliver the product or services? How do customers or clients come into
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the program? What is required of customers or client? How do employees select which products or services
will be provided to the customer or client? What is the general process that customers or clients go through
with the product or program? What do customers or clients consider to be strengths of the program? What do
staff consider to be strengths of the product or program? Outcomes-Based Evaluation Program evaluation with
an outcomes focus is increasingly important for nonprofits and asked for by funders. Outcomes are benefits to
clients from participation in the program.
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Although much has been written about the testing and evaluation of language students, few books have dealt with the
much broader issue of measuring the success of language programs.

This recognition of the role of evaluation especially in the areas of accountability and program development
has helped it spread everywhere that nowadays, several types of evaluations are conducted in different settings
using different approaches and methods and supervised by over fifty professional associations worldwide
Mertens, As the demands for accountability and development grow, so do the needs for training and
professionals in the field of evaluation. This increasing need for various evaluation projects has already
yielded a strong response from academics, evaluation associations and experts that there are now loads of
publications, guidelines and handbooks on evaluation. Evaluations serve various purposes the most common
of which are accountability, helping programs recognize their qualities, recommending measures for
improvement and generating knowledge Norris, J. M, ; Patton, This paper focuses in particular on language
programs evaluation which is discussed in relation to language assessment. It explains the relationship
between evaluation and assessment as well as their purposes. The paper also demonstrates some characteristics
of good evaluations and highlights the role of evaluators. Finally, it concludes by foreseeing the future of
evaluation based on predictions from some evaluation experts. Discussing data collection and analysis and
reporting evaluation results is beyond the scope of this paper. According to these definitions, program
evaluation is a broad procedure that draws information from various program areas to evaluate its overall
functionality and provide opportunities for revisions, reflections, formation and implementation of new
decisions and actions that are likely to improve the program as a whole. In language programs evaluation,
language assessment along with non-assessment data are utilized to reach final conclusions which suggests
that program evaluation can include language assessment as a source of data. This clearly reflects the overlap
between evaluation and assessment. However, program evaluation is broader in the sense that it is not
restricted only assessment data but can also utilize data from other sources such as analyzing program
documentations and observational notes from staff meetings Patton, , Evaluation in language programs seems
to be driven by common underlying assumptions about the nature of what is being evaluated. These
assumptions have to do with three levels of considerations namely 1 what evaluators can know about the
reality of the program, 2 how we can construct knowledge and 3 what methods evaluators can employ in
pursuing knowledge Lynch, Evaluation is also motivated by specific purposes like the need to check whether
the programs are achieving their objectives. There are also other general purposes that stem from the overlap
between evaluation and assessment. One example on these is conducting an evaluation to investigate the links
between the processes of the language program and the achievement and performance of its students Kiely and
Rea-Dickins, These different evaluation purposes help clarify, influence and sometimes even determine the
approach to research and practice adopted by evaluators. This also applies to language assessment as
approaches there are usually determined by the intended purposes of the assessment. This leads to the
following detailed account of evaluation and assessment purposes. Purposes of evaluation and assessment
Purposes for assessment and evaluation though discussed in different terms, they have two general types of
motivation: In comparison, administrative purposes focus on decisions about placing individuals within
language programs and about organizing and developing those programs. As far as assessment purposes are
concerned, they are labeled as either proficiency or achievement. According to Cohen , proficiency and
achievement testing serve a variety of purposes rather than being purposes in themselves. In other words,
proficiency testing targets what individuals can do, not what they have learned. Achievement testing on the
other hand, investigates whether individuals have learned a set of pre-specified materials or met a set of
pre-specified objectives Alderson et al, It can serve diagnostic purposes such as checking the extent to which
individual students have mastered the objectives and finding out where they need help most or where they
require further instruction McNamara and Roever, When it comes to evaluation purposes, they are labeled as
either formative or summative and each of these serves different purposes. The distinction between these types
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was first introduced by Scriven According to Scriven , formative evaluation occurs throughout the program
implementation, focuses on its processes and recommends changes for its improvement. Summative
evaluation however, occurs at the end of the program and judges the success or failure and the worth of the
program. A good example on formative evaluation is that conducted by Yang in which induction practices for
newly hired teachers were evaluated through a utilization-focused approach. The findings contributed to
developing and improving program practices in specific and high- priority ways as well as highlighting the
roles of utilization focused approach in ensuring the actual uses of evaluation results. Another purpose of
evaluation in language programs is to examine how the materials are used and the products achieved Tribble,
It is worth noting that the purposes vary according to the audience and context of the evaluation and these
factors influence the evaluation design which is the main focus of the next section. Accordingly, the design
specifies how the necessary information is obtained to make judgments or decisions about individuals or
programs. These stages will be discussed in the following paragraphs. Primary stakeholders in assessment for
example, include students because they are being assessed. In program evaluation however, primary
stakeholders include funders, sponsors and administrators whereas secondary stakeholders include students.
For example, knowing that the government agency or a sponsoring body is a major stakeholder in an
evaluation entails a design that provides information on the functionality and the worth of the program to
ensure the continuation of the fund or support for that program. Being aware of the context under evaluation
and its dominant issues and themes is essential to the proper design and choice of approach in any evaluation
process Patton, The best way to achieve this is by taking inventory of the evaluation context. This is an
iterative phase as new themes 4 will continue to emerge and be drawn upon throughout the implementation of
the evaluation. Preparing a context inventory is very important evaluators as informs them about how the
context interacts with their goals and other possible audiences and it also helps them determine the important
issues that exist in relation to these goals and audiences. A context inventory can function as an early indicator
of the limits of a particular evaluation as well as inform decisions during subsequent stages of the evaluation
process. It can also determine the feasibility of certain types of data collection design1. Just as equally
important to having a context inventory is having a thematic framework. At early stages, a thematic
framework can focus the evaluation, guide the evaluator to the aspects of the program that should be
investigated and provide a conceptualization of the program in terms of the themes that have emerged from
determining the audience and goals and elaborating on the context inventory Gredler, , Wolf, This framework
can eventually act as a guide for the collection and analysis of evaluation data. According to these definitions,
positivist paradigm, includes objectivity and requires the ability to measure the language aspects evaluators
are interested in Elder, while the interpretivist paradigm includes intersubjectivity, knowledge and information
about the context that is socially constructed Schwandt, The mixed design includes features of both positivist
and interpretivist design. To give some examples on how to choose the right paradigm, if an outsider evaluator
is invited to provide an objective view about a particular program, then that is a positivist paradigm. If on the
other hand, the evaluation needs to be carried out interactively as an active dialogue between evaluator and
participants to obtain and construct knowledge about the program, then this needs an interpretivist paradigm.
It is very important to note that no particular approach is necessarily better than the other or is guaranteed to
produce good evaluation. Rather, each has features that make them well-suited to conducting program
evaluation in some situations but not in others. This leads to the next section in which characteristics of good
evaluators and good evaluations will be discussed. This definition is comprehensive enough to encompass
most characteristics and roles of good evaluations and evaluators as will be explained next. When it comes to
evaluation in language programs, Norris suggests that a good evaluation should ensure the participation of
teachers and other stakeholders, use multiple data collection methodologies, triangulate data sources, methods
and analysis and communicate evaluation findings strategically. An evaluation that possesses these features is
likely to encourage the acceptance and immediate implementation of the evaluation findings Patton, , capture
the values of language teaching measurable outcomes from different perspectives as well as the factors that
help or hinder the achievement of the evaluation goals Aspinwall et al. Many evaluation experts emphasize
that good evaluations should reflect the nature and circumstances of the program being evaluated. Evaluation
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should then be as objective and as democratic as possible especially in cases where the evaluator is also one of
the major stakeholders Mathison, All these characteristics form huge challenges for evaluators who have no
other choice but strive to meet the evaluation standards and fulfill the responsibilities. To bring all these
characteristics into practice, evaluators should first be aware of the reasons why evaluation is being required
by the stakeholders, what they want to evaluate and what goals they wish to achieve from the evaluation
Patton, This is not always straight forwards as in some situations; the stakeholders themselves do not even
have a clear idea why the evaluation is being planned. They should also be equipped with good interpersonal
communication skills in order to be able to convey constant findings and updates or what Luthans and
Peterson call degree feedback to the stakeholders. This leads to the final section in which the future of
evaluation will be predicted. Future of evaluation How would the future of evaluation be like? A question that
is probably occupying the minds of the evaluation professionals so much that a special issue was published in
the American Journal of Evaluation in Volume No. This last section will highlight some of these predictions.
Therefore, evaluation will evolve into an independent discipline whose courses will be taught in stand-alone
graduate programs and may be incorporated in undergraduate courses, secondary or even elementary school
subjects. Mark foretells that the impact of new technologies on the way evaluation is carried out will increase
dramatically. Love and Worthen share the same vision with Mark. On one hand, Love thinks that the impact
of technology will not only affect the details of evaluation practices but will even determine what is it that is to
be evaluated. On the other hand, Worthen believes that techniques of data collection and analysis will be
dramatically altered by the advances in electronic and technological media. In his predictions, Stufflebeam
focuses on training in evaluation as he indicates that the success of evaluation in the future will depend largely
on good educational programs that constantly provide flows of motivated and qualified evaluators. Finally,
Rossi, Lipsey and Freeman expect continued support of evaluation activities worldwide for three reasons.
Firstly, the growing skepticism among policymakers and decisionmakers leads them to look for quicker and
more efficient measures on which they can capitalize and ways from which they can learn from their mistakes.
Secondly, the vast development of knowledge and technical procedures in social sciences enables social
scientists to take on various evaluation tasks. Finally, the ability of evaluation to prioritize and determine in an
orderly manner what communal or personal problem in any society to be confronted first and what program to
implement to solve that problem, makes it a preferable method for many decision and policy makers. These
predictions are not data-free as they are backed up by decades of experience and immersion in the field of
evaluation but they still fall within the realm of idealism what should happen? However, in light of the
convincing discussions3 by the previous predicting experts, the author believes that these predictions are
feasible and that they will hopefully be in action very soon. It is the most popular measure through which
accountability is assessed. And with the ever increasing demand for accountability, evaluation is becoming an
inseparable part of educational policies worldwide. This widespread use of evaluation and global recognition
of its vital role have not only increased the number of evaluation approaches and methods and triggered a
faster ongoing development in the field but also created huge responsibilities and challenges for evaluators
which they will have to work even harder to keep with. This paper has tackled evaluation in language
programs in relation to language assessment. The relationship between assessment and evaluation and their
purposes were discussed first. Then, a detailed account of a specific design procedure based on Lynch was
explained. This was followed by discussing some characteristics of good evaluations and good evaluators. The
paper concluded with predictions from evaluation professionals about the future of evaluation. Language test
construction and evaluation. Managing evaluation in education: Assessing Language Ability in the Classroom.
Designing evaluation of educational and social programs. Reconciling accountability and development needs
in heritage language education: A communication challenge for the evaluation consultant. Language Teaching
Research, 13 1 , Alternative approaches and practical guidelines 3rd ed.
3: A Guide to Useful Evaluation of Language Programs | Georgetown University Press
AELRC aims to provide leadership, scholarship, and outreach in the practices of FL assessment and program evaluation
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to foreign language teachers, program administrators, and researchers in diverse educational settings.

4: Language Program Evaluation: Theory and Practice - Brian K. Lynch, Lynch - Google Books
Language program evaluation is a pragmatic mode of inquiry that illuminates the complex nature of language-related
interventions of various kinds, the factors that foster or constrain them, and the consequences that ensue. Program
evaluation enables a variety of evidence-based decisions and actions.

5: Basic Guide to Program Evaluation (Including Many Additional Resources)
Language program evaluation is a pragmatic mode of inquiry that illuminates the complex nature of language-related
interventions of various kinds, the factors that foster or constrain them, and.
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